BLUE NOTE AT 80
A JAZZ CELEBRATION
MIKE SMITH, DIRECTOR

FEATURING THE MUSIC OF HORACE SILVER, HERBIE HANCOCK, LEE MORGAN, BENNY GOLSON AND OTHERS
MONDAY NOVEMBER 18TH
HUGHES AUDITORIUM
8PM
Concert Program

The Sidewinder                Lee Morgan, arr. Mark Taylor

Nica’s Dream                  Horace Silver, arr. by Chet Rausch

Cristo Redentor                Composed and Arranged by Duke Pearson

Una Mas                       Kenny Dorham, arr. Michael Phillip Mossman

One Finger Snap                Herbie Hancock, arr. by Bob Mintzer
Mosaic

Cedar Walton, arr. by Don Sickler

Don’t Know Why

Jesse Harris, arr. by Paul Murtha

Blues March

Benny Golson, adapted by Mike Smith

Lab Band Personnel

**Saxophones:** Andrew Brathwaite, alto 1- Tobin Shumrick, alto 2- Ehab Hassouna, tenor 1- Ben Syme, tenor 2- James Pitts, baritone

**Trumpets:** Jacob Bentley, lead - Ethan Kavanagh - Julian Davis II - Brooke Butler - Rachel Chapman - Henry Schmulewitz

**Trombones:** Ethan Ours, lead - Jacob Smith - Wayne Rickert - Cole Roller

**Rhythm Section:** Eli Powell, guitar- Cooper Wood, piano- Suzanne Watters, bass- Ben Martin, drums

Vocals, Brooke Butler
THE SIDEWINDER
LEE MORGAN

1. THE SIDEWINDER
2. TOTEM POLE

All compositions by Lee Morgan
Lee Morgan-Joe Henderson-Barry Harris,
Bob Cranshaw-Billy Higgins